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Abstract

The paper compares serial verb constructions (SVCs) in Ewe-English and Ewe-French codeswitching (CS) spoken in Ghana and Togo respectively. It argues that Ewe, the Matrix Language (ML) in both cases, sets the morphosyntactic frames of bilingual SVCs and, thus, determines their structural possibilities. It demonstrates this by looking at the various properties of SVCs in monolingual Ewe (including monoclauiosity and the expression of aspect and modality categories) and comparing them to the ones found in Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS structures. It also demonstrates this by looking at the expression of complex motion using Talmy’s (2000) typology. Although English and French belong to different types with English being satellite-framed and French being verb-framed, and, although neither language has SVCs, complex motion is expressed in CS with SVCs. The facts are accounted for by using Myers-Scotton’s (1993, 2002) Matrix Language Frame model. One major significance of the paper is that it is the first cross-linguistic study of bilingual SVCs. It predicts that for bilingual SVCs to be characteristic of CS, the ML has to have SVCs even if the other language, the embedded language, does not have them.
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1. Introduction

A good number of languages in West Africa, Southern Asia, Amazonia, Oceania, New Guinea, and the Caribbean are known (see the collection of papers in Aikhenvald, 2006) to express certain types of events by means of two or more verbs occurring in complex constructions called serial verb construction (SVC). The SVC may be described, following Aikhenvald (2006:1) and Ameka (2006:128–129), as having the following characteristics:

i. it is a monoclauiosity construction in which two or more verb phrases (including any complements and adjuncts) appear as a single predicate without any overt marker of coordination, subordination, or syntactic dependency of any other sort;
ii. the verbs in sequence combine to describe what is conceptualized as a single event;
iii. all the verbs in it share one syntactic subject that is expressed only once, with \( V_1 \);

* Tel.: +233 243754406.
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1 Abbreviations used in interlinear glosses are as follows: ADDR = Addressee; ALLAT = Allative; COMP = Complementizer; COP = Copula; DEF = Definiteness marker; FOC = Focus marker; HAB = Habitual aspect; INDEF = Indefiniteness marker; ITIVE = itive; IMPERF = Imperfective; LOG = Logophoric pronoun; MOD = Modal; NEG = Negative; NP = Noun Phrase; PL = Plural marker; POSS = Possessive linker; POT = Potential; PROG = Progressive; PROSP = Prospective; PRES = Present tense Q = Question marker; REDU = Reduplication; SG = Singular marker; SVC = serial verb construction; TP = Topic marker; VENTIVE = Eventually; VP = verb phrase; 1, 2, 3 = 1st, 2nd, 3rd person.
iv. within the SVC, the individual verbs may have the same or different transitivity values;
v. where applicable when two (or more) verbs in sequence share an object argument, the object argument appears only once with the first of the verbs;
vi. the verbs can be formally marked for the same or different aspect and modality categories.

Most of these characteristics are observed in the following example from Ewe, a Gbe language of the Kwa family spoken in West Africa.

(1) Police-wo me lé1-na wó tu2-na o ta-e
Police-PL NEG catch-HAB 3PL lock-HAB NEG head-FOC
‘it is because the police do not arrest and lock them up.’

Occurring without any overt marker of coordination, the verbs lé ‘catch’ and tu ‘lock’, which are conceptualized together as a two-in-one event, share common subject (police-wo) and object (wó: 3PL) and are marked similarly for the habitual aspect. The example also illustrates another characteristic of Ewe SVCs, which is that negation is marked only once by the discontinuous negation morpheme me…o, which has scope over the two VPs. Detailed illustrations of all seven characteristics of the Ewe SVC appear in section 2.

There is a large body of literature on SVCs, including much work on West African languages (e.g. Bamgbose, 1974; Osam, 1997; Collins, 1997; Dorvlo, 2008; Ameka, 2006) and on pidgins and creoles especially in the Caribbean that may have West African languages as substrates (e.g. Sebba, 1987; Mufwene, 1990; Veenstra, 1996). However, no major work has appeared in which SVCs involving codeswitching (CS) are the subject matter. The few that have touched on this subject matter include Forson (1979) and Quarcoo (2009), on Akan-English CS, and Amuzu (1998, 2005b[2010]), on Ewe-English CS. Instructively, all of them have arrived at the same conclusion, that structural possibilities in bilingual SVCs closely relate to structural possibilities in SVCs in the West African languages involved; i.e. each of them have characterized the West African language involved as the language of grammatical structure (or matrix language/ML) of the bilingual SVCs. Essizewa (2007.233) provides an additional kind of insight about the use of bilingual SVCs in CS. In reporting that he did not find any in his Kabiye-Ewe CS data, he theorizes that their absence is due to the fact that Kabiye, the ML in Kabiye-Ewe CS, does not have SVCs (i.e. despite the fact that Ewe, the embedded language/EL, has them). Thus, it is evident from the literature that bilingual SVCs are possible in CS only when the ML has SVCs.

No cross-linguistic study of bilingual SVCs has been carried out, i.e. to the best of my knowledge, although two kinds of such study are possible at least in West Africa. In one kind, bilingual SVCs involving a European language and different West African languages (as in Ewe-English CS vs. Akan-English CS) may be compared with the aim of determining whether and to what extent cross-linguistic similarities and/or differences are traceable to similarities and/or differences between the West African languages. 3 In the other kind of study, bilingual SVCs involving a West African language and different European languages may be compared with a view to finding out how similarly or differently the West African language accommodates elements from the different European languages. The present study is of this kind. The paper discusses examples of SVCs that consist of elements from Ewe, and either English or French. That is, it is a qualitative comparative analysis of bilingual SVCs from Ewe-English CS, which as noted is spoken in Ghana, and Ewe-French CS, spoken in Togo. The principal research questions addressed are:

a. How much of the grammatical similarities and/or differences between Ewe-English and Ewe-French SVCs may be traced to Ewe?
b. How much of the similarities and/or differences may be traced instead to English and French (bearing in mind, however, that neither language has SVCs)?

This is the first of this kind study in West Africa although Ewe is not the only cross-border West African language that is in a contact-situation with two colonial or non-African official languages. 4 Previous studies that are cross-linguistic in

---

3 The comparative analysis of bilingual SVCs in Ewe-English vs. Akan-English is the subject matter of another paper (by this author) in progress.
4 There are many other cross-border West African languages that are also in separate codeswitching contact with at least two colonial languages, notably English and French: Akan and Nzema (English in Ghana, French in Côte d’Ivoire), Hausa (English in Nigeria, French in Niger), Wolof (English in Gambia, French in Senegal), Yoruba (English in Nigeria, French in Benin), Fula/Pulaar (English in Gambia, French in Senegal and Guinea), Kru (English in Liberia, French in Côte d’Ivoire), Susu (English in Sierra Leone, French in Guinea, Portuguese in Guinea Bissau), Kanuri (English in Nigeria, French in Chad), etc.
character, have instead compared bilingual constituents involving either English or French and different West African languages.\(^5\)

Unless otherwise acknowledged, the examples of bilingual SVCs discussed in the paper come from recordings made between April 2009 and October 2011 by a team of researchers whom this writer led\(^6\) on a project called “Ewe Contact Research Project”, which was sponsored by the Office of Research, Innovation and Development (ORID) of the University of Ghana. The Ewe-English CS data, totalling twenty six hours of conversation, were recorded in Accra, Ho, Keta, and Akatsi (all in Ghana) while the Ewe-French CS data, totalling twenty five hours of conversation, were recorded in Lome and Avepozo in Togo. The same methodology was employed in collecting both sets of data. Speakers (never more than six per recording session) were organized into a focus group to discuss various topics (including marriage ceremonies, marital life, domestic and religious issues, current affairs—especially political and economic—and the relevance of science and technology in human lives). Members of each group were native speakers of Ewe who are fluent in English (Ghana) or French (Togo). Each session was moderated by a research assistant who is competent in Ewe and English or in Ewe and French. Each session lasted at least one hour. The general format was for the moderator to introduce a topic and to ask a series of general questions that stimulate a debate. As the various speakers take turn to address the questions (an event that is often characterized by rebuttals, overlaps and reformulation of the questions by the speakers themselves), the moderator’s major task was to ensure that everyone gets an equal opportunity to speak. Speakers are not instructed to speak any particular variety of language (Ewe or English or French or Codeswitching) although the recordings show that most of the moderators used monolingual Ewe predominantly. The CS data that resulted can therefore be seen as recordings of spontaneous speeches by the speakers. All the conversations recorded have been transcribed and typed out, making it easy to pick out the examples of bilingual SVCs discussed in the paper.

In section 2, structural possibilities in bilingual SVCs in Ewe-English CS and structural possibilities in bilingual SVCs in Ewe-French SVCs are described and compared, using monolingual Ewe SVCs as the points of reference. That section will therefore be organized in terms of the characteristics of SVCs listed above. By the end of the section, it is made clear that there are very few differences between the characteristics of bilingual SVCs across the data bases and that the differences closely mirror differences between dialects of Ewe spoken in Ghana (e.g. Anlo) and the dialect (i.e. Gengbe/ Mina)\(^7\) spoken by Ewe-French codeswitchers in Lome, Togo. Section 3 presents theoretical analysis of patterns of CS described in section 2. It is shown how the patterns support predictions made by Myers-Scotton (1993, 1995, 2002) in her Matrix Language Frame model, especially in the model’s “Morpheme Order Principle”, “System Morpheme Principle”, and Blocking Filter. In the last section, we turn our attention to the two research questions posed above. The significance of the paper is also outlined in that section.

2. Characteristics of the SVCs

2.1. The monoclausality of the SVCs

Ewe SVCs are as noted elsewhere monoclausal, and this is a key feature that differentiates them from Ewe bi-multi-clausal constructions such as coordinate clauses, and sentences showing subordination. An indicator of the monoclausality of an SVC is the fact that the sequence of VPs in it “act together as a single predicate, without any marker of coordination, subordination, or syntactic dependency of any kind” (Aikhenvald, 2006:1.). For example, in (2a) the verbs fo ‘pick, gather’ and ma ‘distribute’ are not overtly linked by any conjunction and these verbs, which are transitive, share syntactic subject and object that are expressed with only fo, the V\(_1\). As soon as a conjunction is introduced to link the verbs, a biclausal construction results because the subject and object of V\(_2\) are now overtly expressed with the V\(_2\).

Compare (2a) with (2b) which illustrates coordination and with (2c), an example of subordination:

\[\text{(2a)} \quad \text{[Ama fo}_1\text{, é-fe avo-wy ma}_2\text{]} \quad \text{(SVC)}\]

\[\text{Ama pick 3sg-POSS cloth-PL distribute}\]

‘Ama gathered all her cloths and distributed them.’

---


\(^6\) See acknowledgement at the end of the paper.

\(^7\) Gengbe, also known as Gen, or Mina, is a dialect of Ewe (Kozelka, 1984; Essizewa, 2007) that evolved initially as a second language variety among groups of non-native speakers of Ewe.
(2b) [Ama fo é-fe avo-wo] EYE [wo ma wó] (Coordination)
Ama pick 3sg-POSS cloth-PL and 3sg distribute 3PL
'Ama gathered all her cloths and she distributed them.'

(2c) [Ama fo é-fe avo-wo] EYATA [é- ma wó]\(^8\) (Subordination)
Ama pick 3sg-POSS cloth-PL therefore 3sg distribute 3PL
'Ama gathered all her cloths so she distributed them.'

Note that in (2a) Ama, the subject of both verbs, is expressed only with V₁ and that the shared object of the two transitive verbs (i.e. é-fe avo-wo 'her cloths') is also expressed only after V₁. Note, however, that in (2b), where the coordinative conjunction eye 'and' is introduced to link the two VPs, the V₂ carries its subject as well as its object, both of which are realized as pronouns that refer respectively to the subject and object of V₁. The same pattern is observable in (2c) where the subordinative conjunction eyata 'therefore' is introduced to link the VPs.

Similar distinctions may be made in Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS. For example, compare the Ewe-English SVC in (3a) with the biclusal versions of it in (3b) and (3c)\(^9\):

SVC:
(3a) Míe download\(_1\), journal article ma-wo katā xle₂ nyitsɔ 1PL that-PL all read a.day.removed
'We downloaded all those journal articles and read [them] a few days ago.'

COORDINATION:
(3b) Míe download\(_1\), journal article ma-wo katā EYE mìe xle₂ wo nyitsɔ 1PL that-PL all 1PL read 3PL a.day.removed
'We downloaded all those journal articles and we read them a few days ago.'

SUBORDINATION:
(3c) Míe download\(_1\), journal article ma-wo katā EYATA mìe xle₂ wó nyitsɔ 1PL that-PL all so 1PL read 3PL a.day.removed
'We downloaded all those journal articles so we read them a few days ago.'

Because of the presence of a conjunction in both (3b) and (3c), the V₂ in each case is accompanied by its subject and object arguments, which are pronominal copies of the arguments of V₁. This is also the difference between the Ewe-French SVC in (4a) on the one hand and the biclusal versions of it in (4b) and (4c):

(4a) [Kofi réparer\(_1\), afokpa-a do₂] (SVC)
Kofi repair shoe-DEF wear
'Kofi mended and wore the [pair of] shoes.' (Ewe-French)

(4b) [Kofi réparer\(_1\), afokpa-a] EYE [wo do₂ e] (Coordination)
Kofi repair shoe-DEF and 3sg wear 3sg
'Kofi mended the [pair of] shoes and them.'

(4c) [Kofi réparer\(_1\), afokpa-a] EYATA [é do₂ e] (Subordination)
Kofi repair shoe-DEF therefore 3sg wear 3sg
'Kofi mended the [pair of] shoes so he wore them.'

2.2. The SVC as an expression of one event

Whether an SVC is made up of just two verbs as in (5b) or of more than two verbs as in (5a), it expresses only one event.

(5a) eyata [é-dzo₁, he-va-dze₂ anyigbá he-tsɔ₂₃ atukpa la zi₄ dì] therefore 3sg-move.above.ground ITIVE-VENTIVE-contact ground ITIVE-take bottle DEF press down

---

\(^8\) é is the variant of the 3sg (i.e. instead of the wo in 2b) that is used in subordinate clauses.

\(^9\) English and French verbs that occur in bilingual SVCs are consistently their infinitive forms. This assertion is clarified in section 2.4.
(5b) eye [wo-wo₁ he-kakₐ₂].
And 3sg-explode ITIVE-scatter
'Therefore he jumped onto the ground and smashed the bottle on the ground and it exploded and scattered [before he was relieved]

(Ameka, 2006:129)

However, the event which an SVC expresses consists of subcomponents or subevents that are represented by the individual VPs or groups of VPs. As Ameka notes, in (5a) “the last two VPs... represent a subevent unlike the other two, which represent a subevent each” (p. 129).

The event that an SVC describes may be viewed as taking place at one scene or at multiple scenes. Thus, a distinction is made between ‘single-scene’ and ‘multi-scene’ SVCs (Pawley and Lane, 1998). All the SVCs in (5a) and (5b) illustrate the single-scene type: the subevents are closely related in time and space and do complement each other as they describe a single event. With ‘multi-scene’ SVCs, a series of events describe what may be conceived as a macro (i.e. one complex) event or episode. The events in question may take place at different times and locations as long as they are construed as being segments of an episode. Example (6) contains a multi-scene SVC which has a series of eight verbs. The episode comprises six events, two of which are expressed in a combination of VPs (namely, V₁ & V₂, and V₇ & V₈). The remaining events are expressed in single separate VPs.

(6) Yao dzọ₁ yi₂ agble và-họ₃ agbeli me₄ ṣọ₅ he no₆ tsi ṣe é-dzi mlo₇
Yao leave go farm VENTIVE-uproot cassava roast eat ITIVE- drink water at 3sg-TOP lie
anyi dzọ₈ alo ṣe ati te
ground enter slumber at tree under
‘Yao went to the farm and uprooted cassava, roasted and ate it and drank water on it and then lay down and slept under a tree.’

Both the single-scene and the multi-scene SVCs are found in the Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS data. Example (7a) from Ewe-English CS and (7b) from Ewe-French CS are of the single-scene type:

(7a) Ke ne é-nye be yé hà lo wo-a, [ke eya bor j a-go₁ ahead a-propose₂ a-
Then if, 3sg-comp 3sg too love 2sg-TP then 3sg rather POT-go ahead POT-propose POT-
dzi₃ ahía wò].
wo 2sg
‘Then if he also loves you, [then it is he who should go ahead and propose to you and woo you].’ (Ewe-English)

(7b) Battérie be si couler, ṣe mo-a me ṣọ₂ résistant-wo gble₃ circuit –a kpata.
Battery poss water flow to machine-DEF INSIDE eat resistor-PL spoil circuit-DEF all
‘Acid from the battery flowed into the machine and corroded the resistors thus spoiling the entire circuit.’

(Ewe-French)

In (7a), three (phrasal) verbs—go ahead, propose and dzi ahĩ ‘woo, court’—describe various aspects of one act, i.e. the act of courting or wooing a lover. In (7b), there are three subevents that can be construed as one integrated event: the discharge of battery acid into a machine, the corrosion of resistors in the machine by the acid, and the damaging of the entire circuit in the machine.

The multi-scene SVC is illustrated from Ewe-English CS in (8a):

(8a) Mie four-wheel drive-a refurbish₁-ge a-dzra₂.
1PL four wheel drive-DEF refurbish-PROSP POT-sell
‘We will refurbish the four wheel drive and sell it.’

(Ewe-English)

This SVC illustrates the multi-scene type of SVC because the events expressed by V₁ (refurbish) and V₂ (dzra ‘sell’) are independent although logically connected. They may indeed be set apart from each other and seen as having taken place at different times and locations, as demonstrated in the (8b) version of the above SVC:

(8b) Mie four-wheel drive-a refurbish₁-ge le Kumasi Magazine a-dzra₂ le Accra.
1PL four wheel drive-DEF refurbish-PROSP at K. POT-sell at Accra
‘We will refurbish the four wheel drive in Kumasi and sell it in Accra.’
Similarly, note that in (9), from Ewe-French CS, Korkor's business activities that have culminated in her becoming a hotelier occurred at different times and locations:

(9) Korkor ple\textsubscript{1-na} ha so nord va sa\textsubscript{2-na} na client\-wo le Asigâme
Korkor buy-HAB pig from north VENTIVE\-sell-HAB to client\-PL at Asigâme
he sa\textsubscript{2-na} bénéfice\-a construire\textsubscript{r-na} de Bé vvide vide kaka va
ITIVE take-HAB benefit\-DEF construct\-HAB at Bé piece\-.meal until VENTIVE
zu\textsubscript{5} hotélière egbe.
become hotelier today.
‘Korkor used to buy pigs from the north, sell them to traders at the Lome market and with the profit built one structure after another and have therefore become a hotelier today.’ (Ewe-French)

Ewe SVCs may be classified into functional types depending on the sequence of the subevents and on the semantics of the verbs which express the subevents. Several SVCs simply emphasize the chronological ordering of subevents that make up an event. The governing principle is that the ordering is as natural or as logical as possible. For example, in (6), the three verbs, ho 'uproot', me 'roast', and qu 'eat', occur in what is a natural sequence leading to the eating of the cassava. Later in the same example, the subevents expressed—\textit{\textit{mlo}} (anyi) 'to lie (down)' and \textit{\textit{do alo}} 'enter sleep'—occur in a natural sequence. Also, as captured in (10: Ewe-English), it is natural for mangoes to drop to the ground before they scatter:

(10) [Mango drop\textsubscript{1} \textsubscript{1-na} kaka\textsubscript{2-na} de ati-a te], gake ame a\textae ke me show\textsubscript{3-na} interest
Mango drop-HAB scatter-HAB at tree-DEF under but person none NEG show-HAB interest
de wo me o
in 3PL inside NEG
‘[Mangoes drop and scatter under the tree] but no one shows interest in them’ (Ewe-English)

Another common functional type of Ewe SVCs is what may be called ‘manipulative SVCs’ (Durie, 1997; Dorvol, 2008). The \textit{V}_1 in this SVC type is typically a HANDLING verb (either \textit{tsa} ‘take’ or \textit{ko} ‘take, raise’) that assigns to its object the thematic role of either instrumental or theme. The \textit{V}_2 may be one of a wide range of verbs, including a change of state verb (e.g. \textit{\textit{l\textsubscript{a}}} ‘cut’ in 11a), a positioning verb (e.g. \textit{\textit{ku}} ‘hang’ in 11b), a change-of-location verb (e.g. \textit{\textit{ko}} ‘pour’ in 11c), or a benefactive verb (e.g. \textit{\textit{na}} ‘give’ in 11d):

(11a) \textit{\textit{e\textsubscript{-tsa}}\textsubscript{1} h\textsubscript{e} l\textsubscript{a\textsubscript{2}} te-a-e
3sg\textsubscript{-}take knife cut yam-DEF-FOC
‘S/he used a knife to cut the yam’
(11b) Kofi \textit{\textit{ko\textsubscript{1}}} agblouu kpekpe ma \textit{\textit{ku\textsubscript{2}}} de gli \textit{\textit{nu}}
K. take drum heavy DEM hang at wall skin
‘Kofi lifted that heavy drum and hanged it on the wall.’
(11c) Osofo-a \textit{tsa\textsubscript{1}} ami kokoe la \textit{\textit{ko\textsubscript{2}}} de atukpa me
Priest\textsubscript{DEF} take oil Holy DEM pour at bottle INSIDE
‘The priest poured the holy oil into the bottle.’
(11d) Me \textit{\textit{tsa\textsubscript{1}}} nye agbe \textit{na\textsubscript{2}} Yesu
1sg\textsubscript{-}take 1sg\textsubscript{-}life give Jesus
‘I give my life to Christ.’

Two bilingual manipulative SVCs appear in (12), i.e. (12a) from Ewe-English CS and (12b) from Ewe-French CS.

(12a) Azumah \textit{use\textsubscript{1}}, \textit{\textit{é\textae fe experience \textit{tsa} knock\textsubscript{r-é} out.}
Azumah use 3sg\textsubscript{-}poss experience TAKE knock-3sg out
‘Azumah used his experience to knock him out.’ (Ewe-English; Asilevi, 1990:34)

(12b) Mi \textit{\textit{tsa\textsubscript{1}-na m\textsubscript{a} \textit{\textit{nu}} repé\textae r\textsubscript{2}-na problem dé\textae kpekpe le h\textsubscript{u} \textit{\textit{nu}}
1PL TAKE-HAB machine that diagnose-HAB problem any at vehicle side
‘We use that machine to diagnose any problem with a vehicle.’ (Ewe-French)

Also common is the functional type of SVCs that may be called ‘directional SVCs’. The \textit{V}_1 in this type encodes movement while \textit{V}_2 typically encodes direction, as in the following:
We shall return to this type of bilingual SVC in section 3 as we consider a critical issue, namely the inability of some English and French verbs of direction to occur in it.

In ‘resultative SVCs’, the action expressed in V1 leads to the situation expressed in V2. In (2b), the explosion (expressed in V1, wo ‘explode’) of the subject entity is what has caused this entity to scatter, as expressed in V2 kaka ‘scatter’. In (7b: Ewe-French), we are told that the battery acid that flowed into the machine led to the corrosion of some resistors in the machine.

Lastly, some SVCs are used to express comparison. V1 expresses the quality of the subject entity while the entity to which the subject is compared surfaces as the object argument of V2, which may be the comparative verb wù ‘exceed, surpass’ as in (14a) or the motion verb gbo ‘come.back’ in (14b):

(14a) Kodzo lolo₁ wu₂ fo-a
     K. fat exceed older.brother-DEF
     ‘Kodzo is fatter than his older brother.’

(14b) é-tsi₁ gbo₂ novia ŋu
     3sg-grow come.back sibling skin
     ‘he has grown more than his brother/sister.’

An instance of this SVC type is the Ewe-French CS example below:

(14c) amezro-wo lɛ duóppɛɛr₂ wu₂ mi sasasa
     Visitor-PL PROG develop exceed 1PL by.far
     “immigrants are developing at a much faster pace than us.”

2.3. Verb transitivity and the expression of objects in SVCs

Verbs in Ewe SVCs may have the same or different transitivity values. For example, in (1a) the verbs have the same transitivity value (both lɛ ‘catch’ and tu ‘lock’ are transitive) while in (5b) the verbs, wo ‘explode’ and kaka ‘scatter’, are intransitive. On the other hand, in (5a) transitive and intransitive verbs are mixed: the intransitive verb dzo ‘jump’ participates in SVC with three transitive verbs, dze ‘contact’, tso ‘take’ and zi ‘press’.

We find all these verb combinations in Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS too. In (10: Ewe-English) and in (15: Ewe-French), the verbs in sequence are intransitive; in (12a) and (12b) they are transitive; and in (16) they are a mixture of transitive and intransitive verbs:

(15) Wò refuser₁ dzo₂ enumake kple dziku.
     3PL refuse leave immediately with anger
     ‘They refused and left immediately with anger.’

(16) Guy-ma a-teŋu a-dance₁ a-entertain₂ ame-wo well well well.
     Guy-that POT-can POT-dance POT-entertain folk-PL
     ‘That guy can dance and entertain people very well.’
When transitive verbs in sequence do not share an object, each verb is followed by its own object; we saw this in the monolingual Ewe SVC in (6) where \( V_6, V_7, \) and \( V_8 \) are followed by their respective objects. However, when transitive verbs in sequence do share object, it is expressed only once with the first verb as is the case with agbèli ‘cassava’ after \( V_3 \) in (5) although agbèli is also the object of \( V_4 \) and \( V_5 \).

As elsewhere, what obtains in monolingual SVCs also applies in bilingual SVs. In (3a) (Ewe-English), article mawo kàtè ‘all those articles’, the shared object of \( V_1 \), download and \( V_2 \) xè ‘read’, occurs only after \( V_1 \). However, in (12a), because the two verbs, tso ‘take’ and knock out, do not share object, each of them is followed by its own object. In Ewe-French CS too, as we see in (17a), a shared object occurs once, i.e. in-between its two transitive verbs. On the other hand, note in (17b) that tso ‘take’ and repérer ‘find, locate’ are followed by their respective object because they do not share object:

(17a) Kofi réparer, afołò ka òo.  
Kofi repair shoe wear  
‘Kofi mended the [pair of] shoes and wore them.’  

(17b) Mi sò, na ìfà, repérer, na problem òfèkèpè le hu ìfù  
1PL TAKE-HAB machine that find-HAB problem any at vehicle side  
‘We use that machine to diagnose any problem with a vehicle.’  

2.4. Expressing aspect and modality categories in the SVCs

It is important to note right away that the category of tense—which in languages like English and French locates the time of an event expressed by a verb with reference to the moment of speaking or writing—is NOT expressed with Ewe verbs (Ameka, 2006; Ameka and Kropp Dakubu, 2008; Aboh and Essegbey, 2010)\(^{10}\) and accordingly not with English and French verbs in bilingual SVCs. It is aspect and modality categories that are expressed. Aspect “views the event referred to by the verb with respect to inception, completion, duration, etc., and modality … states the event’s relationship to truth, possibility, necessity, etc” (Johansson and Lysvåg, 1987:116). Modality categories are expressed via pre-verb markers in Ewe. They include the potential mood marker (\( \langle l \rangle a \), the subjunctive (\( n \) a), the auxiliary to \( ju \) ‘can’ among others. Aspectual categories include the repetitive \( ga \), the aorist,\(^{11}\) and the habitual –(n) a. Two other aspectual categories, the progressive and the prospective, are expressed differently in varieties of Ewe that are in contact with English (e.g. Anlo) and Gengbe or Mina, the variety that is used in the Ewe-French CS recordings in Lome, Togo. The progressive is expressed as the post-verb –m in Ewe-English CS but as the pre-verb le in Ewe-French CS. The prospective is expressed as ge, a post-verb, in Ewe-English CS but as la, a pre-verb, in Ewe-French CS.

Verbs in Ewe SVCs can be formally marked as similar or different depending on the aspect and the modality categories. The verbs in many of the monolingual Ewe SVCs discussed above are illustrative of SVCs in which verbs are formally marked similarly for aspect or for modality. For example, in (2a), (5a and 5b), and (6), which are monolingual Ewe examples, all the verbs are in the aorist, a perfective aspect (cf. Aboh and Essegbey, 2010:42). The verbs in (1) are also similarly marked for habitual aspect. However, the verbs in (18) are marked differently for aspect and/or modality. In (18a), \( V_1 \) is in the aorist while \( V_2 \) carries the progressive aspect marker –m. In (18b), \( V_1 \) carries a-, ‘potential mood marker’ (Essegbey, 1999, 2008) while \( V_2 \) is in the aorist. In (18c), \( V_1 \) carries the prospective aspect marker ge, while \( V_2 \) carries the potential a-.

(18a) Kofi \( fle_2 \) uu yeye aqe le kuku\( _2 \)-m fifia  
Name buy vehicle new INDEF be.at:PRES REDU-drive-PROG now  
‘Kofi bought a new car, which he now drives’  

(18b) Ama ë-qå, ìnu \( qul_2 \)  
Name POT-cook thing eat  
‘Ama will cook and eat.’  

(18c) Ama le ìnu \( qå, \) -ge \( a-qul_2 \)  
Name be.at:PRES thing cook PROSP POT-eat  
‘Ama will cook and eat.’  

\(^{10}\) There is an exception though. There is an auxiliary pre-verb le ‘be.at’ that indicates tense (or direction) on behalf of verbs which carry either of two aspectual categories, the progressive –m, and the prospective ge. Le has two forms: le (present tense) and na (non-present).

\(^{11}\) Verbs that are unmarked are said to be in the aorist. The interpretation of aorist in relation to English and French verbs in bilingual clauses is consistent with what Ameka (2006:138) says is its function in Ewe. Thus, if an English/French verb in the aorist is an inchoative verb, “the aorist indicates that the change of state it [the verb] encodes has occurred before now and the post state is current; hence, it is translated as present in English” (p. 138).
Similar patterns are reflected in the bilingual data. For example, in (10 and 13a, from Ewe-English CS), both verbs carry the habitual just as the verbs in (9 and 12b, from Ewe-French CS) do. However, in the Ewe-English CS examples in (8a) and (19), verbs are marked differently—the V₁ carries the prospective aspect marker while the V₂ carries the potential mood marker:

(19) Dr. Annan be [ye meeting yo₂₁-ge a-discuss₂ nya ma-wo katẹ̌ kple mi] Dr. A. say LOGO meeting call-PROSP POT-discuss matter that-PL all with 1PL

‘Dr. Annan said [he will call a meeting to discuss all those issues with us].’ (Ewe-English)

Similarly, in the Ewe-French CS example below, while the V₁ takes the progressive le the V₂ takes the potential a-:

(20) Ettiene is préparer₁, géographie a-ließlich₂ ebe etudiant-wo Lundi

Ettiene PROG prepare geography POT-teach his student-PL Monday

‘Ettiene is preparing geography to teach his students on Monday.’ (Ewe-French)

As was noted above, the forms used to express the progressive and the prospective in dialects of Ewe (e.g. Anlo) used in Ewe-English CS are different from the forms used to express those categories in the Gengbe dialect used in Ewe-French CS. While the post-verbs -m and -ge are used to express the progressive and the prospective respectively in Anlo, the pre-verb le and la are used in Gengbe to express the respective categories. This morphological distinction is the basis for a major syntactic distinction (i.e. with respect to SVCs) between dialects like Anlo on the one hand and the Gengbe dialect on the other.

In Gengbe, when two transitive verbs in SVC share object, the object appears only with the first verb and the result is an S-V-O-V clause structure. This structure is used irrespective of the modality or aspectual categories the transitive verbs carry. It is thus this structure we find in the examples in (21): in (21a) the verbs take the habitual -na, in (21b) they take prospective la, and in (21c) they take progressive le:

(21a) Ama qa₁-na nu qa₂-na

Name cook-HAB thing eat-HAB

‘Ama cooks and eats.’

(21b) Ama la qa₁ nu a-qa₂

Name PROSP cook thing POT-eat

‘Ama will cook and eat.’

(21c) Ama is qa₁ nu a-qa₂

Name PROG cook thing POT-eat

‘Ama is cooking to eat.’

In dialects like Anlo, however, the S-V-O-V structure is used only when the first of the object-sharing verbs takes an aspectual form other than the progressive m or the prospective ge. Thus, (21a) may as well come from Anlo. As soon as the first of the object-sharing verbs carries either m or ge, the shared object has to precede (rather than follow) the first verb, resulting as it were in an S-O-V-V clause structure as we find in the following versions of (21b) and (21c):

(22a) Ama nu qa₁-ge a-qa₂

Name thing cook-PROSP POT-eat

‘Ama will cook to eat.’ (compare with 21b)

(22b) Ama nu qa₁-m a-qa₂

Name thing cook-PROSP POT-eat

‘Ama is cooking to eat.’ (compare with 21c)

Ewe-English CS and Ewe-French CS have ‘inherited’ these dialectal differences: while SVCs in Ewe-English CS mirror the patterns found in dialects like Anlo, the SVCs in Ewe-French CS mirror the patterns found in Gengbe. In the Ewe-English CS data the S-V-O-V vs. S-O-V-V distinction is kept: compare (23a) in which V₁ carries the potential a with (23b) in which V₁ carries the progressive m:

(23a) Wo dzi be yewo a-manufacture₁, chocolate a-export₂

3PL want that LOGO POT-manufacture chocolate POT-export

‘They want to manufacture chocolate and export it.’
(23b) Accountant-a no ga-a cash₁-m no qu-du₂-m...
    (S-O-V-V)
  Accountant-DEF be money-DEF cash-PROG be REDU-eat-PROG
  'The accountant was cashing and spending the money...'

But in Ewe-French CS, only the S-V-O-V structure is used following the situation in monolingual Gengbe: compare (24a) in which V₁ is in the aorist with (24b) in which V₁ takes the progressive le.¹²

(24a) Kofi réparer₁, afokpa do₂
    Kofi repair shoe wear
    'Kofi mended the [pair of] shoes and wore them.'

(24b) Ettiene is préparer₁, géographie a-fio₂, ebe etudiant-wo Lundi
    Ettiene PROG prepare geography POT-teach his student-PL Monday
    'Ettiene is studying geography to teach his students on Monday.'

It is important to draw attention to the fact that in the bilingual clauses Ewe modality and aspectual forms occur with English and French infinitive verbs and that this fact supports Myers-Scotton’s recent stipulations that in intrasentential CS it is EL infinitive verbs (not their finite counterparts) which take ML finite inflections.¹³ Strong evidence for this assertion in regard to Ewe-English CS are examples in which English infinitive verbs whose finite forms are irregular verbs, as with go in (25a) where it takes the potential; neither of the finite forms of go (went, gone) can replace it in (25a):

(25a) Ke ne é-nye be yé há lô wo-a, [ke eya boŋ a-go₁ ahead a-propose₂ a-
    Then if 3sg-be COMP 3sg too love 2sg-TP then 3sg rather POT-go ahead POT-propose POT-
    di₃ ahia wó],
    woo 2sg
    'Then if he also loves you, [then it is he who should go ahead and propose to you and woo you].'

Another kind of overt evidence is English verbs in bilingual SVCs which have past tense reading. In (12a), for example, both use and knock occur without any overt marking (= are in the aorist per Ewe morphology) and are interpreted as encoding past actions; the past tense forms of these verbs are unacceptable as shown in the version of (12a) even when we imagine they are in the aorist:

(25b) Azumah *used₁, é-fe experience tso *knocked₂-é out.
    Azumah used 3sg-poss experience TAKE knocked-3sg out
    'Azumah used his experience to knock him out.'  (Ewe-English; compare with 12a)

Similarly, in Ewe-French CS it is infinitive French verbs that take the Ewe inflections. However, because the pronunciation of French infinitive verbs that end with –er could be the same as for a number of French finite verb forms and because several French verbs showing Ewe morphology that are discussed in this paper are from the -er category, it is regularly not obvious that they are infinitive forms. For example, the infinitive verb réparer ‘to repair, to mend’ in (24a), which is in the aorist, has the same pronunciation as its past tense form, réparé ‘repaired, mended’. Much clearer examples of our claim are verbs with ending other than –er (e.g. -re, -ir, -oir) since they are pronounced differently from their finite counterparts. The –re verb construire ‘to construct’ (27b) is one such verb: its past tense form, construit, is unacceptable in the following version of that example (construire would instead have occurred in the aorist in this example):

(25c) Wo mu utiliser₁, fer so₂ *construit₃ gli o]
    3PL NEG utilise iron rod take construct wall NEG
    'They didn’t use iron rods to construct (the) walls.'

¹² Actually, it is an S-V-O-V-O structure that is used in (24b). Fio, the V₂, is a double object verb that shares its first object, géographie, with the V₁. Its second object is ebe etudiant-wo ‘his students’.

¹³ Carol Myers-Scotton discussed this issue generally in a paper she presented in June 2011 at the International Symposium on Bilingualism, held in Oslo. The article version of that presentation will soon appear.
2.5. Expressing negation in SVCs

Negation in the Ewe SVC is marked once by the bipartite morpheme me... o. Me comes before V₁ and o comes at sentence final position, as in (26):

(26) ḍevi-a me-ta₁ yi₂ xo-a me o
Child-DEF NEG-crawl go room-DEF containing.region NEG.
‘the child didn’t crawl into the room.’ (Ameka, 2006:138)

As elsewhere in the grammar of bilingual SVCs, this morphosyntactic characteristic of the Ewe SVC finds expression in bilingual SVCs too. In examples in (27a: Ewe-English) and (27b: Ewe-French), one finds that mu, the Gengbe variant, duly occurs before V₁ while o occurs at the sentence final position:

(27a) Nye me venture₁ do₂ coat le heat ya me kpo o,
1sg NEG venture wear coat at heat this inside see NEG
‘I have never ventured to wear a coat in this heat.’

(27b) [Wo mu utiliser-na fer so₂ construire₂-na gli o], ta wo be samu-wo mu
3PL NEG utiliser-HAB iron_rod take construct-HAB wall NEG; so 3PL poss storey_building-PL NEG
do-na nuse o
pile-HAB strength NEG
[They don’t use iron rods to construct (the) walls] so their storey buildings are not strong.’

3. Principles which guide the combination of Ewe and English/French morphemes in the bilingual SVCs

Evidence discussed in the preceding section points to a firm conclusion that structural possibilities in bilingual SVCs in both Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS relate directly to structural possibilities in monolingual Ewe SVCs. This section aims at explaining why there is this kind of relationship, and it pursues this aim using Carol Myers-Scotton’s (e.g. Myers-Scotton, 1993, 2002) Matrix Language Frame/MLF model. It is claimed that the relationship stems from the application of the central principles of the MLF model—namely the Morpheme Order Principle and the System Morpheme Principle—by both groups of bilinguals. A third principle, the Blocking Filter (Myers-Scotton, 1995:247) is also explored in the explanation.

We begin with the Morpheme Order Principle (MOP). It says:

In ML + EL constituents consisting of singly-occurring EL lexemes and any number of ML morphemes, surface morpheme order (reflecting surface relations) will be that of the ML. (Myers-Scotton, 1993:82)

The default ML in Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS is Ewe, so the MOP anticipates that verbs participating in bilingual SVCs will share one subject in accordance with the system in monolingual Ewe SVCs. The MOP also anticipates the pattern of distribution of object arguments in bilingual SVCs. It anticipates that similarities and differences among dialects of Ewe with respect to the distribution of objects in SVCs will show up in bilingual SVCs involving the dialects. We encountered support for this prediction in bilingual SVCs in Ewe(=Anlo)-English CS and their versions in Ewe(=Gengbe)-French CS in which two transitive verbs share one object. In Ewe(=Anlo)-English CS, following the patterns in Anlo, either the basic S-V-O-V structure or the re-structured S-O-V-V structure is used depending on whether the first of transitive verbs takes the progressive or the prospective (see the discussion of (23)). In contrast, in Ewe(=Gengbe)-French CS, following the patterns in Gengbe, only the S-V-O-V structure is used irrespective of whether the first of the transitive verbs takes the progressive or the prospective (see the discussion of (24)).

The System Morpheme Principle (SMP) also anticipates that verbal morphology in the bilingual SVCs will be consistent with patterns found in the monolingual Ewe dialects involved. The principle says:

In ML + EL constituents, all system morphemes which have grammatical relations external to their head constituent (i.e., which participate in the sentence’s thematic role grid [namely outsider system morphemes]) will come from the ML. (Myers-Scotton, 1993:82)

---

14 Calling Ewe a one-language ‘ML’ in Ewe-English CS is not entirely accurate. As was done in previous studies by this author (cf. Amuzu, 2005a,b, 2009, 2010, in press), it will be demonstrated that although Ewe plays a predominant role in setting the grammatical frame of mixed constituents, it does so in conjunction with inputs from English/French. In other words, it will become clear that what obtains in the bilingual SVCs is a ‘composite ML’.

'Outsider system morphemes' include such grammatically-active morphemes as aspect and modality markers, negation markers, and case-marking prepositions; and the principle anticipates that in bilingual SVCs all such morphemes will come from the Ewe dialect involved. The principle thus explains why English/French verbs routinely occur with Ewe aspect, modality and negation markers and not with English/French-origin aspect, modality and negation markers (see sections 2.4 and 2.5).

It is instructive to note that a distinction is made between outsider system morphemes and 'early system morphemes' (Myers-Scotton, 2002). Early system morphemes include verb satellites, e.g. out in knock out (12a, reproduced below as 28), and forms like the reflexive pronoun se in French pronominal verbs (e.g. se in se soumettre ‘to submit oneself to, to subject oneself to’ in example 29). Such morphemes contribute to the *lexical meaning* of the verbs they accompany and they often get lexicalized with their verbs.15 The absence of such forms normally alters the meaning of the verb; e.g. while knock out—in boxing—means ‘to defeat by flooring an opponent with punches’, knock simply means ‘to punch, bang, tap’. Similarly, without se, soumettre’s meaning changes to ‘to subdue, to subjugate (someone)’. The important point here is that the SMP does not block early system morphemes from occurring with their head verbs in bilingual SVCs. This is why out occurs with V₂ knock in the bilingual SVC in (28) and se occurs in (29) with V₂ soumettre:

(28) Azumah use₁ 3sg-poss experience TAKE knock-3sg out
‘Azumah used his experience to knock him out.’ (Asilevi, 1990:34)

(29) mi gba lɛ dzi₁ la se soumettre₂ na mía be parents-wo o
1PL REP PROG want PROSP submit to 1PL poss parents-PL NEG
‘we no longer want to submit to our parents.’

Note however that because aspect markers and case-marking prepositions are examples of outsider system morphemes, they are expressed using Ewe morphemes: in (29) la (the prospective) occurs with se soumettre while the dative preposition na introduces the Recipient object argument mía be parents-wo ‘our parents’. The dative na would have been unacceptable in (29) if soumettre (without se) were the verb because in that case it would assign to the object the thematic role of Patient rather than Recipient:

(30) mi gba lɛ dzi₁ la soumettre₂ (*na) mía be parents-wo o
1PL REP PROG want PROSP subjugate to 1PL poss parents-PL NEG
‘we no longer want to subjugate our parents.’

Two related points need to be stressed with respect to the occurrence of the dative case-marker na in (29). One is that it is present there because of the abstract lexical structure (subcategorization features) of se soumettre. The second is that it (rather than its French counterpart) has to occur as the dative marker because, as noted, the SMP empowers only Ewe to contribute such outsider system morphemes in bilingual VPs. Thus, na in (29) may not be replaced by its French counterpart à:

(31) mi gba lɛ dzi₁ la soumettre₂ à mía be parents-wo o
1PL REP PROG want PROSP submit to 1PL poss parents-PL NEG
‘we no longer want to submit to our parents.’

Although the SMP is what blocks English and French case-marking prepositions from occurring in bilingual constituents and allows their Ewe case-marking preposition counterparts to occur, it is not what blocks another category of English and French prepositions, which are content morphemes. Examples of content morpheme prepositions in English are into, which is blocked in (32b), and through, which is blocked in (33b).16

(32a) Fiaya- dive₁ gear₂ dze₃ to-a-me...
Chief-DEF dive drop contact river-DEF-inside
‘The thief *dived into the river...’

(32b) Fiafi-a dive₁ gear₂ dze₃ to-a-me...
Chief-DEF dive drop contact river-DEF-inside
‘The thief *dived into the river...’

(33b) Fiafi-a through₁ gear₂ dze₃ to-a-me...
Chief-DEF through drop contact river-DEF-inside
‘The thief *dropped through the river...’

15 In other words, such forms do not convey grammatical relations information about the verbs in ways outsider system morphemes do.

16 Six out of ten respondents categorically ruled out the grammaticality of (32b) while the remaining four who are below twenty years of age, are also uncertain that they can produce such a bilingual construction. The determination of the acceptability or otherwise of an English/French preposition in CS is done through similar consultations. That forms like into and through as used here are content-morpheme prepositions will become clear during the discussion of motion events below.
(32b) Fiafi-a dive *into to-a-me...
Thief-DEF dive into river-DEF-inside

(33a) é leakr-ge a-to2 do ma me lo!
3sg-leak-PROSP POT-pass hole that inside EXCL
‘(mind you) it will leak through that hole.’

(33b) é leak-ge *through do ma me lo!
3sg-leak-PROSP hole that inside EXCL

Examples (32a) and (33a) are bilingual SVCs that express motion events. In (32a), three verbs together express a motion event: dive encodes a subject entity’s motion as well as the manner of its motion, ge ‘drop, fall’ encodes the change-of-location of the subject entity, and dze ‘contact’ encodes the end-state of the motion. Similarly, multiple verbs express a motion event in (33a): leak expresses motion and manner of motion while the Ewe verb to ‘pass by, pass through’ expresses path of motion (including boundary crossing).

In order to understand why the English motion verbs have to be used as $V_1$ with $V_2$ Ewe path/direction verbs, and in order to understand why those English verbs may not occur with the English prepositions into and through, we need to refer to work done by Leonard Talmy (e.g. Talmy, 2000) on cross-linguistic differences among languages with regard to how they express motion events. Armed with insight about motion event expression, we will also be in position to appreciate the fact that the blocking of such English prepositions (and of their French counterparts in Ewe-French CS) is due not to the SMP but to another principle of the MLF model, which Myers-Scotton (1995:247) has called the “Blocking Filter”.

According to Talmy (2000:221), the conceptualization of a motion event may be analysed as integrating four distinct conceptual components, namely “a figural entity, an activating process, an association function, and a ground entity”. The conceptualization is captured in Fig. 1, which is an adaptation from Talmy (2000:221).

Figural entity is generally the component on which attention or concern is currently centred. It is typically expressed in the subject NP of a motion expression, e.g. ‘the thief’ in example (a) and ‘it’ in (b).18 The Activating process, which is typically expressed in the verb group (e.g. dived and will leak), is the conceptual part of a motion event by which the figural entity makes transition with respect to the Ground entity, which is the spatial environment in respect to which the figural entity is moving. The Association function relates the figural entity to the ground entity, as into and through respectively do in the examples in Fig. 1. In other words, the functions which into and through perform in these examples are conceptual in nature, and it is why from the standpoint of the MLF model they are content morphemes (and not late system-morpheme prepositions which merely indicate grammatical case).

Talmy (2000) notes that although in expressing motion events verbs typically encode the concept of motion itself, it is often the case that the verbs additionally encode another motion related concept, e.g. the manner of motion or the path/direction/boundary crossing/end-state of motion. One group of verbs (e.g. dive and leak) conflates motion and manner, leaving a content-morpheme preposition (satellite in Talmy’s terminology) to express the association function; they are henceforth called motion+manner verbs. For example, in (a) in Fig. 1 into expresses the direction and end-state of the motion expressed by dive and in (b) through expresses the path as well as the boundary crossing of the figural entity in the motion encoded in leak. The other group of verbs conflated motion and an association function (i.e. the path/direction/boundary crossing/end-state of the motion). One such verb is enter (=go/come into, as used in Fig. 2) which conflates motion and boundary crossing. Unlike enter, which does not require any preposition to introduce or case-mark the ground NP, some verbs in this category do require such a preposition. An example is deviate (=move away), which conflates motion and direction. It requires the preposition from to introduce and thus case-mark the ground NP as Source entity, as shown in (b).

With these verbs (henceforth motion+path verbs), the manner of motion is optionally expressed through adverbials. For instance, gingerly expresses manner of motion in “He entered the room gingerly” just as deliberately does in “He deliberately deviated from the theory”.

---

17 The concept of fixity is not explored in this paper because it is not relevant to the phenomenon of SVC.
18 Actually, Figural entity (in motion events) is conceptualized in two ways: entity in spontaneous (or self-directed) motion and entity in caused (i.e. other-directed motion). In spontaneous motion, the figural entity initiates its own movement resulting in a change of location, as with the examples in Fig. 1. In the caused motion events, however, some agentic entity causes the figural entity to move from one place to another, as in “The boy threw the ball over the wall” where ball, the object NP, is the figural entity. Because of space limitations we shall restrict our illustrations to cases of spontaneous motion.
Talmy then observes that although languages have both motion+manner and motion+path verbs (e.g. English has both *dive* and *enter*), they differ with regard to which category they have predominantly. Some languages have more motion+manner verbs while others have more motion+path verbs. Languages which typically conflate motion and manner in verbs are, in his terminology, *satellite-framed* (or S-framed) languages; they are so-called to draw attention to the fact that with such verbs it is satellites which express path (i.e. perform the association function). He places English in this group. Languages which typically conflate motion and path are, in his terminology, *verb-framed* (or V-framed) languages, and attention is thereby drawn to the fact the motion verbs take care of the association function on their own. French is a member of this other group. Incidentally, Ewe belongs to neither group (Ameke and Essegbey, 2007; Adjei, forthcoming), a point which has direct bearing on our understanding of the nature of the bilingual directional SVCs in (32a) and (33a).

Ameke and Essegbey (2007) find that Ewe belongs to a third group of languages, equipollently-framed languages,\(^{19}\) which typically express motion events through SVCs. In the SVCs, an initial verb conlates the concepts of motion and manner while a following verb conflates another concept of motion and, this time, path/direction, etc. The verbs would however be of equal syntactic status. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 in which *zo* `walk` conflates motion and manner while *va* `come` conflates motion and direction.

However, a motion+path verb may occur alone (i.e. not in an SVC with an initial motion+manner verb). In this distribution, there is no difference between the Ewe motion+path verb and the English/French counterpart. As in English (see Fig. 2), there are two sub-types of Ewe motion+path verbs. Members of one type require the ground NP to be case-marked by a preposition. *Ge* `drop, fall`, exemplified in Fig. 4, is a member of this sub-type. In the example, the preposition *de* `into` case-marks (as Goal) the ground NP *kafe-a me*. Members of the second sub-type of Ewe motion+path verbs do not require the ground NP to be case-marked. An example is *dq* `reach, arrive at`, illustrated in Fig. 5; note that no preposition case-marks the ground NP *kafe-a me*.

\(^{19}\) It was Slobin (2004:249) who first pointed to this third group of languages. Equipollently-framed languages are those in which Manner and Path are expressed by forms that are accorded equal morphosyntactic status.
Concerning the expression of motion events using CS, it is to be expected in line with predictions of the MLF model that Ewe morphosyntactic procedures would prevail, not English or French ones. First, let us return to the examples in (32) and (33) in which motion events are expressed. If English morphosyntactic procedures were to prevail, then it should be possible for the preposition into to express the association function of path which the motion+manner verb dive does not entail; it should also be possible for through to express the association function that leak does not entail. But as we find in (32b) and (33b), these prepositions are unacceptable as CS forms. We find instead that it is the Ewe morphosyntactic procedures which prevail: the motion+manner verbs occur as V1 in SVC with Ewe motion+path verbs which thus perform association function (see 32a and 33a respectively).

The unacceptability of the prepositions into and through (which as pointed out are content morphemes because they encode association function, a core conceptual element in motion events) is anticipated in what Myers-Scotton has termed the “Blocking Filter”. The filter

...blocks an EL content morpheme not congruent with its corresponding ML morpheme. (Myers-Scotton, 1995:247)

**Congruency** is crucial in the MLF model and is defined as a match between the EL content morpheme and the ML content morpheme in two ways. First, if the ML counterpart of an EL content morpheme is a system morpheme, there is no match at all and a switch to the EL content morpheme in a mixed constituent is blocked. Second (and more relevant here), singularly-occurring content morphemes from the EL can be inserted into constituents framed by the ML only if they show sufficient congruence with their ML content morpheme counterparts at the three levels of abstract lexical structure: lexical-conceptual structure, predicate-argument structure, and morphological realization patterns. The preposition into and through are only partially congruent with their Ewe content morpheme counterparts, which happen to be motion+path verbs. The prepositions and the motion+path verbs share lexical-conceptual structure (they all encode the core concept of association function); they also share predicate-argument structure (they all assign thematic role to the NP which encodes the Ground entity in motion event expressions); but they mismatch in morphological realization patterns (they are prepositions vs. verbs). What this really means is that Ewe does not have a syntactic model\(^\text{20}\) that may be used to accommodate the English prepositions. The Blocking Filter thus ensures that they do not occur as CS forms. Instead, the ML calls for Ewe motion+path verbs to express the association function which the blocked prepositions express.

A similar explanation goes for CS patterns involving French motion+manner verbs in Ewe-French CS. Let us consider (34a) where marcher ‘walk’ occurs with the Ewe deictic verb yi ‘go’. As expected, example (34b) is considered by respondents to be unacceptable, and the reason is that à ‘to’, the French prepositional equivalent of the verb yi, cannot replace yi.

(34a) wo la té marcher, a-yì fi ñu a
2sg PROSP can walk POT-go place that Q
‘can you walk to that place?’

\(^{20}\) That is, a syntactic structure devoted to encoding motion events in which a path-encoding preposition may perform an association function.
(34b) wo la té marcher à fi ṑu a 2sg PROSP can walk to place that Q

We now turn to the distribution of motion+path verbs in predications that do not involve motion+manner verbs. We have noted with Figs. 4 and 5 that in this case Ewe motion+path verbs occur in the V-framed construction type and that there are two subtypes of this construction. There is one in which the motion+path verb requires a preposition to case-mark the ground NP and there is the other in which the verb does not make any such request. These two construction types mirror those in which English and French motion+path verbs occur. This means therefore that Ewe has the right syntactic models that may be used to accommodate English and French motion+path verbs. English motion+path verbs which do not require case-marking prepositions to introduce the ground NP behave like ṭo ‘reach’ in Fig. 5. This is the case with approach in (35: Ewe-English):

(35) vi-nye-wọ me te-awuŋ ṭọọ-tọọ approach-na wó fofo kple ga nya o child-1sg-PL NEG can-HAB approach-HAB 3PL father with money word NEG ‘my children cannot approach their father with issues related to money.’

But English motion+path verbs which require a preposition to case-mark their ground NP occur in Ewe-based V-framed constructions in which Ewe case-marking prepositions introduce the ground NP, as we find in the occurrence of sink and ṭo ‘ALLATIVE’ in (36).

(36) me dzi be message ya na-sink ṭo mia fe dzi-wọ me 1sg want COMP message this POT-sink ALLAT 2PL poss heart-PL inside ‘I want this message to sink into your hearts.’

Sink assigns case (=Goal) to the ground NP and requires a preposition to do the case-marking. Instructively, while it is the Ewe allative ṭo which actually expresses the required case, its English counterpart into cannot replace it, as we see in (37):

(37) me dzi be message ya na-sink *into mia fe dzi-wọ me 1sg want COMP message this POT-sink 2PL poss heart-PL inside

Because into is meant to function here as a case-marking preposition (=late outsider outsider system morpheme), it is blocked by the System Morpheme Principle/SMP, which prohibits the occurrence of such EL morphemes.

As should be clear by now, the English case-marking prepositions that the SMP blocks in connection with the distribution of English motion+path verbs are replaced by equivalent Ewe case-marking prepositions while in contrast the English path-encoding content-morpheme prepositions that the Blocking Filter blocks in connection with English motion+manner verbs are replaced by Ewe motion+path verbs, which are content morphemes too.

The distribution of French motion+path verbs in bilingual V-framed constructions is not different. The verb inonder ‘to flood’ (38) occurs without any overt case-marking of the ground NP because this is consistent with its distribution in French.

(38) tsi inonder afe-wọ le toko- a me water flood house-PL at suburb-DEF inside ‘water flooded all the houses in the suburb.’

In contrast, with disperser ‘to scatter’ (39a), the Ewe allative ṭo is used to case-mark (as Goal) the ground NP because this verb requires the presence of such a case-marker. The SMP duly blocks the French equivalent preposition, dans ‘on, within’, from doing what the allative ṭo does in (39a); see (39b):

(39a) wo da tu-a kpo-a mi-a mi disperser ṭo agble-a dzi 3PL throw gun-DEF only-TOP 1PL-TOP 1PL scatter ALLAT farm-DEF top ‘The moment they fired the guns, we (in contrast to other people) scattered on the farm.’

(39b) wo da tu-a kpo-a mi-a mi disperser *dans agble-a dzi 3PL throw gun-DEF only-TOP 1PL-TOP 1PL scatter on farm-DEF top
Four quick points remain to be made in connection with CS motion verbs. One is that English/French motion+manner verbs do not have to occur in SVCs if the conceptual components of association function and ground are assumed in the discourse context. This is seen in the occurrence of the motion+manner verb **dive** in (40):

(40) lé South Africa kple Uruguay-wo fe match-a me a, [Suarez dive hafi goalkeeper at South Africa and Uruguay-PL poss match-DEF inside TOP, S. dive before goalkeeper lé afo ne] gake referee-a ku penalty. 

catch foot DAT_3sg but referee-DEF blow penalty

‘In the match between South Africa and Uruguay, [Suarez dived before the goalkeeper caught his leg] but the referee whistled for penalty.’

The second point is that although motion+path verbs entail the association function, they do not need to occur with a ground NP if the ground entity is assumed. This is illustrated in (41):

(41) ne é- dji ko, é-ya ńuto drop-ge, 

if 3sg ripe ADDR 3sg-FOC self drop-PROSP

‘When it ripens, it will drop by itself.’ (Amuzu, 1998:59)

The third point is that an English/French motion+path verb may also occur as V₁ in at least two types of SVC:

- where the V₂ is another motion+path verb: in (42a), spread occurs in a directional SVC with ge ‘drop’. The implication of (42a) is that the spread of the cancer originated from elsewhere and entered the stomach. If spread were used alone (as in **cancer-a spread ɖe dome ne**), the implication would simply have been that the cancer spread inside the stomach.
- where the V₂ is a non-motion verb: in (42b) **collapse** occurs in a resultative SVC with **wu** ‘kill’, which is a change-of-state verb.

(42a) Julie kpe fu: cancer-a spread₁ ge₂ ɖe dome ne 

J. suffer: cancer-DEF spread drop ALLAT stomach DAT.3sg

‘Julie suffered: the cancer spread and entered her stomach.’

(42b) wό be storey building aɖe collapse₁ he wu₂ tens of people. 

3PL COMP INDEF ITIVE kill

‘It is said that a storey building collapsed, killing tens of people.’

Finally, a non-motion Ewe/English/French verb may join verbs in a bilingual directional SVC. For instance, one may expand the SVC in (32a) with the following two non-motion verbs: **no** ‘drink’ and **ku** ‘die’:

(43) Fiafi-a dive₁ ge₂ dze₃ tɔ-a-me [he no₄ tsi ku₅]. 

Thief-DEF dive drop contact river-DEF-inside ITIVE drink water die

‘The thief dived into the river [and drunk water and died].’

4. Conclusions

This paper began with two sets of research questions, one about the role that Ewe plays in bilingual SVCs and the other about the role that English/French also plays in the bilingual SVCs.

Concerning the first question, the paper establishes that Ewe sets the morphosyntactic frames (i.e. acts as the default ML) of bilingual SVCs in both Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS. The paper demonstrated that Ewe performs this ML role in near-identical ways cross-linguistically. Through the MLF model of Myers-Scotton (1993, 1995, 2002), it was shown that Ewe performs the ML role principally via the operations of the System Morpheme Principle (SMP) and the Morpheme Order Principle (MOP). The SMP ensures that Ewe provides all outsider system morphemes (e.g. aspect and modality categories, case-marking prepositions, and the negation marker) in bilingual SVCs and that the MOP ensures that morpheme/constituent order in the bilingual SVCs is consistent with what obtains in analogous Ewe SVCs. A third principle was also shown to be operational in favour of Ewe morphosyntactic procedures. That is the Blocking Filter. It is what ensures that when an English/French motion+manner verb is used in a CS context, a required association function is not expressed via an English/French path-encoding preposition (as would be the case were English the ML) but via an Ewe motion+path verb.
As noted, the second question concerns whether morphosyntactic differences between English and French reflect in the distribution of morphemes in bilingual SVCs. The default answer to this question is no, and the reason is that the SMP and the MOP consistently steer English and French verbs into the slots in Ewe-based SVCs where Ewe verbs which share their subcategorization features occur. For example, we saw in section 2.3 that English and French verbs with a given transitivity value are distributed in the same way that Ewe verbs with that transitivity value are distributed. In section 2.4 we saw that the only differences in verb distribution in bilingual SVCs are traceable to differences in the varieties of Ewe (e.g. Anlo vs. Gengbe) that are used in Ewe-English CS vs. Ewe-French CS.\(^1\) However, the point has also been made that English and French play a limited set of roles in defining the details of the Ewe-based bilingual SVCs. It is these languages which provide details of their verbs’ subcategorization information (e.g. transitivity values and semantic features) that are utilized in the projection of verb slots for them in Ewe-based constructions. For example, we saw that whether an English/French motion verb will or will not occur in a bilingual SVC that expresses directional motion depends on its semantic features, i.e. on whether it is a motion+path verb or a motion+path verb (see section 3). It emerged that English case-marking prepositions that the SMP blocks in connection with the distribution of English motion+path verbs are replaced by equivalent Ewe case-marking prepositions while in contrast English path-encoding content-morpheme prepositions that the Blocking Filter blocks in connection with English motion+path verbs are replaced by Ewe motion+path verbs, which are content morphemes too. The same dichotomy obtains in Ewe-French CS.

On the basis of the data analysed, it may be pointed out that the principal reason why bilingual SVCs are produced in Ewe-English and Ewe-French CS is that Ewe (=ML) has SVCs (although English and French do not have them). The importance of this fact is clearer when we consider Essizewa’s (in press) finding from Kabiye-French CS. He finds that bilingual SVCs are not used in Kabiye-Ewe CS “because Kabiye [the ML] does not have SVCs (i.e. despite the fact that Ewe has them)”. What these opposite scenarios point to is the prediction that for bilingual SVCs to be characteristic of CS, the ML has to have SVCs even if the EL does not have them.
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